Meeting held at Northam on Monday, 12 August 2019

WEATHER: Fine  TRACK: Good  KENNEL TEMPERATURE:  18 Degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 2.00pm
Stewards: Mr S Jones, Ms E Alessandrinio, Mr M Pascoe
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr J Moore
Veterinary Assistant: Ms H Rawlings
Lure Driver: Mr M Frampton

SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Injury: Race 1 GAZZA MION (12/8), Race 10 HOLD IT TOGETHER (12/8), Race 11 IRON BRU (12/8)
Ineligible: Race 5 GO GETTEM BELLS (8/8), Race 6 SHINBONER (9/8)
Racing Elsewhere: Race 9 FARMOR KA CHING (12/8)
SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 1 SWEET PICKLE, Race 8 FANTASTIC JOEY

STEWARDS ADVICE:
There was a delay to the running of Race 8 due to a power failure to the lure motor. The lure was replaced and tested and subsequently Race 8 commenced at 4.08pm. Race 9 was amended to 4.23pm. All remaining races began as scheduled.

Race 1 - Novice/Country/297 - Novice - 1:52 PM
(297M): SPRAY AND WIPE & SWEET PICKLE began quickly. WAGTAIL THYME & WAGTAIL MAUDE began slowly. SPRAY AND WIPE & HELLO I'M CIPHER collided soon after the start. CROCODILE LEWIS & WAGTAIL THYME collided soon after the start and approaching the first turn. WAGTAIL THYME & WAGTAIL MAUDE collided approaching the home turn. WAGTAIL MAUDE checked off the heels of SPRAY AND WIPE approaching the home turn. VANESSA KEEPING raced wide on the home turn. HELLO I'M CIPHER checked off the heels of SPRAY AND WIPE in the home straight.

Race 2 - Grade 6/Country/297 (1) - Grade 6 - 2:14 PM
(297M): KILLA DOLLARS began quickly. EASY FLYER began slowly. COMMANDER JACK & KILLA DOLLARS collided soon after the start. OAKS VALLEY & FAIRY MONELLI collided soon after the start, FAIRY MONELLI lost ground. COMMANDER JACK & KILLA DOLLARS collided approaching the first turn, COMMANDER JACK lost ground and collided with OAKS VALLEY. EASY FLYER & OAKS VALLEY collided approaching the first turn. SVETLANA MONELLI & EASY FLYER collided approaching the first turn, EASY FLYER lost ground. FAIRY MONELLI & COMMANDER JACK collided on the first turn. SVETLANA MONELLI checked off the heels of COMMANDER JACK on the first turn.

Race 3 - Grade 6/Country/297 (2) - Grade 6 - 2:29 PM
(297M): HAYLEY BECCA began quickly. JUST HER BEST & STAN'S GIRL began slowly. SIMPLY READY & KABARANGI collided soon after the start. SIMPLY READY & KABARANGI collided approaching the first turn, KABARANGI lost ground. SIMPLY READY checked off the heels of STAN'S GIRL on the first turn. I'M A LADY checked off the heels of VAGABLONDE on the first turn. I'M A LADY & BEB'S collided approaching the home turn. STAN'S GIRL & BEB'S collided on the home turn. SIMPLY READY raced wide on the home turn.

Race 4 - Grade 6/Country/297 (3) - Grade 6 - 2:47 PM
(297M): SANSA MONELLI & KABUKI GIRL began quickly. MY BRO JIMBO & KABO'S WINLOCK began slowly. HEZA HARLEY & SANSA MONELLI collided soon after the start. LINGARD & KABO'S WINLOCK collided soon after the start. HEZA HARLEY & SANSA MONELLI collided approaching the first turn. MY BRO JIMBO & HEZA HARLEY collided approaching the first turn. MARBLES MONELLI checked off the heels of WILDASH WILLOW approaching the first turn. MARBLES MONELLI & LINGARD collided approaching the first turn. MY BRO JIMBO, KABUKI GIRL & KABO'S WINLOCK collided on the first turn. HEZA HARLEY & SANSA MONELLI collided on the first turn, SANSA MONELLI lost ground. HEZA HARLEY & WILDASH WILLOW collided on the first turn. SANSA MONELLI checked off the heels of WILDASH WILLOW on the first turn. MY BRO JIMBO & KABUKI GIRL collided on the first turn. SANSA MONELLI checked off the heels of WILDASH WILLOW approaching the home turn.
Race 5 - Grade 6/Country/509 (1) - Grade 6 - 3:04 PM
(509M): HELLO I'M GISELE began quickly. BLACK JOKER began slowly. BLACK JOKER checked off the heels of ASHY LARRY soon after the start. TRUDY KEEPING, HELLO I'M GISELE & ASHY LARRY collided on the first turn, HELLO I'M GISELE lost ground. HELLO I'M GISELE checked off the heels of ASHY LARRY on the first turn. BIG BOY ROY & HELLO I'M GISELE collided on the second turn.

Race 6 - Grade 5/Country/509 - Grade 5 - 3:19 PM
(509M): LITTLE MISS DOZA began quickly. HELLO I'M BUGSY began slowly. VILLAFLY & LUCY'S OTIS collided soon after the start. VILLAFLY & LUCY'S OTIS collided several times approaching the first turn. SHAWSY & HELLO I'M BUGSY collided approaching the first turn. LUCY'S OTIS & SHAWSY collided at the catching pen. LUCY'S OTIS & ALIANTE collided several times on the third turn.

Race 7 - Grade 4/Country/297 - Grade 4 - 3:38 PM
(297M): MOLLY MONELLI & COMMANDER JAYJAY began quickly. TYLER KEEPING & TRIPLE CROWN BLU began slowly. JET FLYER & MOLLY MONELLI collided soon after the start. TYLER KEEPING & TRIPLE CROWN BLU collided soon after the start. MISS TRUFFLES checked off the heels of MULGA LASS approaching the first turn. MULGA LASS, MISS TRUFFLES & GO LEVI collided on the first turn, MULGA LASS lost ground. MISS TRUFFLES & GO LEVI collided on the home turn. MISS TRUFFLES & GO LEVI collided several times in the home straight. MISS TRUFFLES & GO LEVI raced wide in the home straight.

Race 8 - Grade 6/Country/509 (2) - Grade 6 - 3:57 PM
(509M): CANDY SHOP & NITRO MINI began quickly. YADA YADA began slowly. YADA YADA checked off the heels of FANTASTIC JOEY soon after the start. ZIPPING JULIET & BLACK RENEGADE collided soon after the start. KARA KEEPING & FANTASTIC JOEY collided approaching the first turn. ZIPPING JULIET galloped on the heels of KARA KEEPING approaching the first turn, KARA KEEPING stumbled. ZIPPING JULIET checked off the heels of FANTASTIC JOEY on the first turn, ZIPPING JULIET shifted out and raced wide. KARA KEEPING & YADA YADA collided on the first turn. NITRO MINI faded due to injury on the first turn. BLACK RENEGADE & KARA KEEPING collided on the second turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed NITRO MINI has a left foreleg - Toe dislocation and has been stood down for 42 days.

Race 9 - Grade 5/Country/297 (1) - Grade 5 - 4:21 PM
(297M): JAYELL MAGIC & ACE CRUISING began quickly. MYSTERY GUESS & SIMPLY GIFTED collided soon after the start. JOE MAN & MONTOEY MISS collided soon after the start. MONTOEY MISS & LADY WILD FIRE collided approaching the first turn. MYSTERY GUESS & SIMPLY GIFTED collided approaching the first turn. MYSTERY GUESS checked off the heels of SIMPLY GIFTED on the first turn. MONTOEY MISS & LADY WILD FIRE collided on the first turn, MONTOEY MISS lost ground. MYSTERY GUESS raced wide on the home turn.

MYSTERY GUESS was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 10 - Grade 5/Country/297 (2) - Grade 5 - 4:39 PM
(297M): NAK FACTOR began quickly. WESTWORTH began slowly. TIGER KEEPING & IRONBARK LASS collided soon after the start. FANCY GUESS & DAISY EYES collided soon after the start. IRONBARK LASS & FANCY GUESS collided approaching the first turn. TIGER KEEPING, DAISY EYES & WESTWORTH collided on the first turn. IRONBARK LASS, FANCY GUESS & CECIL BENZ collided on the first turn. TIGER KEEPING & DAISY EYES collided heavily on the home turn, DAISY EYES lost ground. FANCY GUESS checked off the heels of FARMOR KA CHING and collided with CECIL BENZ in the home straight.

DAISY EYES was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 11 - Free For All (s)/Country/509 - Free For All (s) - 5:01 PM
(509M): MJOLNIRS MIGHT began quickly. JOHN BELL began slowly. GALINA REZNIKOV checked off the heels of MJOLNIRS MIGHT soon after the start. JOHN BELL checked off the heels of ZIPPING MILLY soon after the start. ABIMBOLA & GALINA REZNIKOV collided approaching the first turn. GALINA REZNIKOV checked off the heels of HELLO I'M DOM approaching the first turn. ABIMBOLA & HELLO I'M DOM collided on the first turn. ABIMBOLA shifted out and collided with SEBASTIAN LEE on the first turn, SEBASTIAN LEE raced wide. ABIMBOLA & SEBASTIAN LEE collided at the catching pen. GALINA REZNIKOV checked off the heels of HELLO I'M DOM on the second turn. ZIPPING MILLY checked off the heels of ABIMBOLA on the home turn.

Race 12 - Free For All (s)/Country/297 - Free For All (s) - 5:23 PM
(297M): KAOS BE COOL began quickly. BLACK DRATTA & WARRINGA collided soon after the start. SIN CITY BOY & SHINBONER SPIRIT collided soon after the start. CHASIN' DESTINY & LOOKOUT SNICKERS collided soon after the start. SIN CITY BOY, SHINBONER SPIRIT, PEYTON PLACE, BLACK DRATTA, CHASIN' DESTINY & LOOKOUT SNICKERS collided approaching the first turn, SHINBONER SPIRIT & CHASIN' DESTINY lost ground. BLACK DRATTA, WARRINGA & LOOKOUT SNICKERS collided on the first turn. SHINBONER SPIRIT checked off the heels of BLACK DRATTA and collided with LOOKOUT SNICKERS approaching the home turn. KAOS BE COOL checked off the heels of SIN CITY BOY approaching the finish line.

FINAL.